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Our Architectural Heritage – Eclectic Houses
Installment 3 of 3
symmetrical
hipped roof with a
conspicuous front
entry, sometimes
called the Prairie
Box or American
Foursquare (see
Photos 1, 3 and
5); a symmetrical
hipped roof with
an inconspicuous front entry;
an asymmetrical
hipped roof and
the lesser-known
gabled roof.

by Patrick Jarosinski

In the last two issues of
NeighborhoodNEWS, I
discussed the architectural
styles of the Eclectic design
period dating from 18801940, following the main architectural categories listed
in “A Field Guide to American Houses” by Virginia &
Lee McAlester. To recap, in
Installment 1 of Eclectic
Houses, I discussed houses
with Colonial Revival,
Neoclassical, Tudor, Chateauesque, Beaux Arts and
French Eclectic influences.
In Installment 2, I discussed
Photo 1
the Italian Renaissance,
Mission, Spanish Eclectic,
Monterey and Pueblo Revival
influences. I will now discuss the last of the Eclectic houses – the Prairie, Craftsman, Modernistic and
International styles.

Typically, onestory wings were
incorporated, such

The principal subtypes of the Prairie style are: a
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Key identifying features of the Prairie style, circa
1900-1920, include low-pitched hipped roofs (all
sides slope downwards to the walls, usually with a
gentle slope) and deep eaves (or roof overhangs) as
seen in Photo 1, and houses that are typically two
stories with one story wings and having an overall
form emphasizing horizontal lines of the façade (see
Photo 2).
The Prairie style is one of the few architectural
styles developed in America, notably in Chicago
by a consortium of architects known as the Prairie
School. One architect you may recognize is the famed
Frank Lloyd Wright. Mr. Wright focused his attention
mostly on residential architecture and is followed by
numerous other architects. The houses were primarily
located in the Midwest, but also sprinkled throughout
the country through the use of pattern books. A pattern book is similar to the current-day use of internet
search engines such as Pinterest, Houzz or Southern
Living Home. In our Ruxton-Riderwood-Lake Roland
communities there are several houses in this style in
the Ruxton Heights and Ruxton Hills neighborhoods.
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Photo 2

as a porch or carport, subordinate to the primary
mass of the structure, as seen in Photo 2. Hipped
dormers (see Photos 1, 3 and 5) and single-story
front porches with massive square porch supports
(see Photo 1) are distinguishing factors of the Prairie
style.
Design techniques employed by architects to define
the horizontal lines of the façade included the use of
rows of casement windows (Photos 2, 3, 4 and 5) or
Continued on page 8
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StoryWalk at Lake Roland
by Nancy Worden Horst

While walking at Lake Roland with my granddaughter one winter
day several years ago, Kathryn spied page one of Jan Brett’s classic tale “The Mitten” on a storyboard just at her eye level. “Oh!

ered path, pausing
at each storyboard
to read a page
before she excitedly
strode toward the
next one.
The book we read
that winter day
marked the beginning of a storywalk
project at Lake
Roland. Starting at Illustrations from Matthias Pridgeon’s beech tree
Acorn Hill, the chil- storyboard Photos courtesy Merritt Pridgeon
dren’s playground
on the peninsula,
the walk continues around the paved portion of the main trail past
the dog park, Paw Point, a distance of about a quarter mile.

Look! A book!” she said. “What does it say?” I asked. “Once there
was a boy named Nicki who wanted his new mittens made from
wool as white as snow,” she read.
Kathryn continued the story as we slowly traversed the snow-cov-

Summer storywalk: “Miss Fox’s Class Goes Green” by Eileen Spinelli.
Photo courtesy Nancy Worden Horst

The idea of a storywalk at the Park began when former Head
Ranger Shannon Davis saw a prototype at a national park conference*. Her idea was to begin with a storyboard at Acorn Hill and
have storyboard panels leading people forward around the paved
path, thus encouraging families to take a stroll while reading the
story. “We tried to select stories that were nature-related and appropriate for the season. The loop of the peninsula was perfect for
it,” she said.
Comprised of 15 wooden panels mounted on moveable posts, each
about two by one-and-a-half feet, the story unfolds on one or two
pages of a child’s book affixed to each panel.
At first, the storyboards were simply corrugated signs on thin
metal posts. Then Master Naturalist Dan Alper of the Lake Falls
community designed and built the storyboards out of treated lumber mounted with stainless steel hardware to landscape stakes.
Several Master Naturalists have helped with the project over the
years, choosing published stories or contributing original tales.
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Lake Roland Recreation Pier Refurbished
by Nancy Worden Horst

Last summer, the
massive undertaking of the last
phase of a threephase restoration
of the Lake Roland
recreation pier
and boat launch
area was finally
completed. Begun
several years ago,
this final phase
was initiated in
June and finished
ahead of schedule
at the end of July.

Lake Roland recreation pier in need of repair
Photo courtesy Jeffrey Budnitz

Restoration work on recreation pier complete and the dam refilled
Photo courtesy Jeffrey Budnitz

In addition to its use as a fishing pier and boat launch, there are
a variety of other recreational activities and programs that use the
pier throughout the year.

Mud flats Photo courtesy Nancy Worden Horst

In order to facilitate the repairs, water in the lake was drawn
down to a level below the pier foundation. The project was coordinated with the state’s Department of Natural Resources and the
Department of the Environment so that the timing of the drawdown would not
interfere with
the spawning
and lifecycles of
sensitive aquatic
life.
The project also
entailed using
ground-penetrating radar to
determine necessary repairs,
construction of
a cofferdam to
Cofferdam in place during rehabilitation of recreation
provide a dry
pier Photo courtesy Jeffrey Budnitz
area for construction below
the water line and pumping concrete into the repaired/restructured pier with the final touch being a kayak/canoe bumper.
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